Organizing pneumonia appearing in B-cell chronic leukemia malignancy progression — a case report
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Abstract

Patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia or non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma are at risk of infectious diseases of respiratory system because of immunodeficiency. Occurrence of organizing pneumonia in leukemic patients is most commonly correlated with bone marrow transplant or treatment with antimitotic agents. There have been only four reported cases of organizing pneumonia related solitarily to leukemia or lymphoma. We present a case of 65-year old gentlemen, diagnosed 8 months earlier with B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia with no previous hematologic treatment, who presented symptoms of persistent pneumonia with no significant reaction to antibiotics. Chest computed tomography scans showed well-localized consolidation with ground glass opacities and some air bronchogram, suggesting infectious disease. All results of microbiological examinations were negative. Due to radiological progression of parenchymal consolidation despite two intravenous courses of antibiotics open lung biopsy was performed. The histologic examination of lung specimen revealed structures typical for organizing pneumonia pattern. There was no evidence for leukemic involvement in lung tissue, as no sign for infectious factors from histological staining was observed. In the inferior mediastinal lymph node sample progression of chronic lymphatic leukemia to mixed cell lymphoma was diagnosed. Patient was commenced on prednisone 60 mg/daily with fast improvement. We believe that this is the first case of organizing pneumonia as a reaction to the conversion of B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia progression to more malignant stage.
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Introduction

Organizing pneumonia (OP) is a relatively rare interstitial pneumonia with well-established histologic features: organization within alveoli and alveolar ducts with or without organization within bronchioles (polypoid bronchiolitis obliterans); the majority of cases center on small airways [1, 2]. Most cases of OP remain idiopathic — cryptogenic organizing pneumonia (COP). There is though a long list of potential causes associated with the occurrence of organizing pneumonia pattern — infections, aspiration pneumonia, drug reactions, fume and toxic exposure, collagen vascular disease, extrinsic allergic alveolitis, eosinophilic lung disease, inflammatory bowel disease, reparative reaction around processes like abscesses, granulomatosis with polangitis, neoplasms and others [1].

B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small cell lymphatic lymphoma (B-CLL/SLL) is the most common leukemia in Europe and North America. It is characterized by pathologic accumulation of long living small lymphocytes (with expression of
CD19, CD20, CD5 and CD23) in the blood stream, bone marrow and lymphatic organs. The differentiation between leukemia and lymphoma is based upon primary involvement of bone marrow in all leukemia cases [3].

Patients present with so-called group-B-symptoms (i.e., fever, sweats, weight loss and chronic fatigue). This chronic disease is commonly associated with secondary immunodeficiency and autoimmune disorders causing opportunistic infections, hematologic disorders due to marrow dysfunction and autoimmune reactions [3]. In many cases lymphadenopathy and leukemic infiltrations of extra-lymphatic organs as skin or lungs can be found. Pulmonary involvement in the course of leukemia is observed in many patients. The complications caused primarily by immunodeficiency and hematologic disorders can be also induced by treatment, especially cytostatic drugs, bone marrow transplant or radiation [4]

We present a 65-year old man diagnosed with B-CLL eight months earlier with no history of hematologic treatment. Symptoms suggesting prolonged respiratory system infection, turned out to be OP symptoms. At the same time progression of underlying disease was proven. To our knowledge no case report of OP an indicator of chronic lymphatic leukemia/lymphoma’s transformation does exist.

Case presentation

65-year old man was referred to our Institute because of long lasting pneumonia with no improvement despite antibiotic treatment. His symptoms lasted for a month: fever above 39 degrees Celsius, mainly spiking in the afternoon, chronic fatigue and bad tolerance of daily activities, dyspnea at rest, productive cough with purulent sputum. He denied hemoptysis and weight loss. Because of the symptoms he was administered twice with course of oral amoxicillin/clavulanic acid, then with clarithromycin and, afterwards, intra muscular injections of cefuroxime for three days before being admitted to our department. Chest X-ray showed consolidation in the lower right zone, mediastinum and hila shadows were significantly widened (Fig. 1). He had history of B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia diagnosed with bone marrow biopsy 8 months earlier for which he did not get any kind of treatment till date. He smoked 10 cigarettes daily for thirty years. He was admitted in moderate condition, with dyspnea, exhausting cough and weakness; blood pressure was 145/71 mm Hg and heart rate 78 per minute, blood oxygen saturation 90%, with no cyanosis. On percussion stoney dull sound was reveled in right lower zone, on auscultation loud crackles and rhonchi on the right side were present. Neck and axillary lymphadenopathy was noted. The total white cell count was 50,45 × 10^9/L, with over 80% population of lymphocytes. C-reactive protein (CRP) elevated 189 mg/L, D-dimer 3416 mcg/L. Arterialized blood gas analysis showed hypoxemia with alkalosis, pO_2 61.7 mm Hg, PaCO_2 32.2 mm Hg, pH 7.52. A chest computed tomography (CT) scan showed significant lymphadenopathy of mediastinal (up to 22 mm) and bilateral hilar nodes (to 34 mm), more expressed on the right side and patchy parenchymal consolidations with ground glass opacities in right inferior basal segments (Fig. 2). There was strong radiological suggestion of infectious etiology, bacterial, atypical bacteria in the first place. Some pleural effusion was visualized via chest wall ultrasound in the right pleural space. A diagnosis of pneumonia was sustained and he was treated empirically with intravenous ceftazidime and ciprofloxacin.

In next days sputum, blood and broncho-alveolar lavage fluid cultures and molecular testing turn out negative for bacteria and acid fast bacilli, molecular testing for P. jiroveci, serology for Ch. pneumoniae, L. pneumophila, M. pneumoniae and cytomegalovirus (CMV). (Note that bronchoscopy was delayed until 5th day of treatment due to hypoxemia.) There was
no response after eight days of treatment; on chest X-ray progression of shadowing in lower right zone was revealed. Decision to perform open lung biopsy via thoracotomy was made. A wedge resection of posterior basal segment of right lower lobe was performed, the lung was in state of hepatization; also samples of subcarinal lymph nodes were resected. The patient’s recovery was good.

Histological examination demonstrated infiltration of pathologic B-cells with CD20 expression and high Ki-67 index within the group 7 lymph node. The pathology specialist suggested CLL/SLL malignancy progression to diffuse mixed cell lymphoma. The lung specimen revealed organizing pneumonia with fibroblast plugs in bronchioles and alveoli, with fibrinous effusion in the air spaces; acute fibrinous and organizing pneumonia was diagnosed (Fig. 3). Lung tissue cultures and staining for infectious factors (bacterial, CMV and P. jiroveci) were negative. Also there was no evidence of leukemic infiltrates or lymphoma in the lung specimen.

Patient was referred to a hematologist. Decision to treat the progression of CLL/SLL was postponed. No contradiction for corticosteroid therapy was granted.

Four weeks after surgery patient’s condition had slightly improved: fever occurred rarely, dyspnea only at exertion; on auscultation loud wheezes and some crackles were heard, blood gas analysis was normal. We performed spirometry and whole-body plethysmography: it showed moderate airflow obstruction with no volume restriction, diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (DLCO) was at low limit of normal, reversibility testing was not performed. Chest X-ray showed some regression of parenchymal consolidations. Nonetheless we decided to proceed with the treatment, believing that the primary cause of OP was still lasting, so symptoms aggravation could appear. He was commenced with prednisone 60 mg daily (0.75 mg/kg) for the first four weeks. In 2–3 days significant improvement was noted. The dose was thereafter reduced. In 9 months of clinical observation complete normalization of pulmonary function testing and radiological scans was observed, only slight lymphadenopathy persisted. No signs of OP relapse were found.

**Discussion**

As shown by Bodey et al. infection is the most common pulmonary complication in patients with acute leukemia and should be always the major consideration [5]. Broad spectrum of potential pathogens is possible: bacterial, viral and fungal; what is worth mentioning many nonpathogens (opportunistic microorganisms) are present in lung cultures from leukemic patients. Limited cases of leukemic infiltrates, pulmonary hemorrhage and pulmonary edema were also observed [5]. This can be extrapolated to chronic lymphatic leukemia patients. In presented case primary physician suspected infection and early treatment with empiric antibiotics was pursued correctly.

Lack or subtle clinical symptoms and signs and nonspecific manifestation make the diagnosis of infectious complications in leukemia patients difficult and often postpone it in time [4].
leukemic patients with positive sputum or bronchial lavage cultures have no clinical symptoms of respiratory system infection [5]. If not manifesting as a full-blown pneumonia, radiological evaluation remains crucial in terms of further diagnostic and treatment plan. Radiologic findings in leukemia patients can be described as consolidations, interstitial infiltrates and nodular lesions. It eases the diagnosis especially when compared with patient’s symptoms and treatment history. A widely available diagnostic method of great importance is bronchoscopy with broncho-alveolar lavage used for standard cultures and molecular diagnostics; an important point when using bronchoscopy is to perform it early [4]. Our patient presented typical symptoms of pneumonia, with no reaction to broad-spectrum beta-lactams and macrolide. The radiological findings seemed to confirm this diagnosis. We explain the long lasting lack of improvement in patient’s clinical state in the following days of intravenous antibiotics by immunodeficiency, believing that bacterial pneumonia fits the symptoms, the radiological observations and medical history. We performed bronchoscopy to obtain material for cultures as soon as respiratory failure was no longer a threat; earlier both patient’s sputum and blood, were searched for atypical bacteria and opportunistic infection signs.

There are multiple case reports presenting development of OP in patients with diagnosed leukemia or lymphoma, treated with interferon, cytosine arabinoside, rituximab or rituximab with CHOP (cyclophosphamide, Adriamycin, cytosine arabinoside, rituximab or rituximab leukaemia or lymphoma, treated with interferon, development of OP in patients with diagnosed sIL-2R) in BAL fluid, which proves that lymphocytes are in an activated stage. OP is considered to be non-specific inflammatory reaction in lung parenchyma to various stimuli [12]. If so, excessive activation of immune system and abnormal lymphocyte-like cells in leukemia/lymphoma can explain the development of OP [12].

It was already mentioned that many leukemic patients develop infection. This as well is a common cause of organizing pneumonia pattern in histologic examination [1]. This is why all kinds of infectious factors need to be excluded before connecting the dots between leukemia and OP. In our case broad diagnostics was performed to rule out infection: all cultures were negative, no serologic prove of atypical infection was obtained and all the histologic staining for infectious factors were negative.

In one of mentioned cases, OP preceded the diagnosis of primary lung lymphoma by six months. The authors fairly consider if the diagnosis of OP was not in fact the organizing pneumonia pattern present on the peripheral parts of already existing lymphoma infiltration, missed by wrong sampling of lung tissue during biopsy. Alternatively OP in the primary lung lymphoma might work as a paraneoplastic syndrome ahead of time to the development of lymphoma [11]. It is not possible to exclude the possibility that in our case the material we obtained was too superficial to expose the infiltrations of leukemic cells, which is always the risk when sampling only part of the lesion. What stands against this possibility is the fact that patient was already diagnosed with CLL, the neoplastic lesion should be more diffuse, and so the possibility of localized and well-marginated leukemic infiltration in this case, with no evidence in 8 cm-wedge-resection lung specimen, is slight. Furthermore we believe that the progression of CLL/SLL to mixed type lymphoma could create this state of immune imalance that could cause the occurrence of OP. In our case OP could be considered as paraneoplastic syndrome of the progression of CLL/SLL into more malignant type.

In conclusion, the most likely cause of OP in presented case was the progression of chronic lymphocytic leukemia; all the other common and well-established causes were excluded. Occurrence of COP in leukemic patient is possible though. What needs to be emphasized is the odd radiological presentation of this OP case.
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